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ABSTRACT

The present experiment is an extension of work done in previous years, at Delft University, on the accuracy and temporal properties of visual roll attitude and roll rate perception.

In earlier perception tasks, discrete stimuli of roll attitude were presented on a central artificial horizon type display. Roll rate tests were done with the same display and with peripheral visual field displays showing moving checkerboard patterns.

From tracking tasks in a flight simulator it was found that cockpit motion improved tracking accuracy and the present experiment was designed to assess the improvements of perception due to cockpit motion.

As it is not possible to present and to manipulate discrete motion stimuli in a moving cockpit just as in the case of visual stimuli alone, a different set-up had to be chosen in which dynamic system step responses of roll angle were the stimuli to be presented.

After the onset of the motion, subjects were to make accurate and quick estimates of the final magnitude of the roll angle step response by pressing the appropriate button of a keyboard device. The differing time-histories of roll angle, roll rate and roll acceleration caused by a step response will stimulate the different perception processes related the central visual field, peripheral visual field and vestibular organs in different, yet exactly known ways.

Experiments with either of the visual displays or cockpit motion and some combinations of these were run to assess the roles of the different perception processes.

Results show that the differences in response time are much more pronounced than the differences in perception accuracy.

1. INTRODUCTION

A few years ago a research program on pilot's motion perception was started at the Department of Aerospace Engineering of the Delft University of Technology. The aim is to investigate how the pilot perceives the state of the aircraft from the central visual field (artificial horizon), the peripheral visual field (outside world) and motion cues (aircraft motions).

The motive for this program was the wellknown fact that peripheral field
displays and simulator motion improve pilot's tracking performance and dynamic behavior. See Refs 1, 2, 3 and 4.

It was assumed that, due to the fact that these improvements in tracking performance can be achieved only by changing the display configuration, these improvements resulted from changes in the perception process. It was hypothesised that only two reasons could exist for changes in the perception process. The first was that by adding peripheral visual cues and/or motion cues redundant information becomes available and the subject is able to use this information to improve the perception of the motion variables.

The second reason could be that due to the different (dynamic) characteristics of the neural processing of stimuli received by the central visual field, the peripheral visual field and the vestibular system the duration of the perception and the information handling process is changed. The aim of the research program was to test these hypotheses.

In Refs 5 and 6 experiments are described on the perception of roll attitude and roll rate from central- and peripheral displays. It was shown that roll attitude can be perceived faster and more accurate than roll rate from the central display. In addition it turned out that roll rate could be perceived faster from the peripheral field display. After these facts had been established an experiment including motion cues was prepared.

An important difference between visual displays on one hand and motion systems on the other is, that motion systems have to move the simulator mass and have dynamic characteristics. Thus the choice of input stimuli is limited by the characteristics of the simulator motion system. It is not possible for instance to present or to manipulate pure attitude, rate or acceleration stimuli separately, since a motion stimulus is now to be considered as a mixture of these three variables.

After some evaluation, the step response of a dynamic system with rather low natural frequency was shown as the input stimulus to the subject. All combinations of the central and peripheral displays and motion were used in the experiment. After stimulus onset the subject was asked to predict the final magnitude of the step response and to answer by pressing the corresponding key on a keyboard. This subject's response corrected the input to the dynamic system and the resulting system output was displayed thus presenting a direct feedback to the subject.

The main output variables of the experiment were perception accuracy and response time. In the final experiment two dynamic systems (second order and third order) were used.

2. TEST FACILITY

All measurements were performed in the research simulator of the Department of Aerospace Engineering. In front of the right hand seat a central (foveal) CRT display (Tektronix 604 monitor), was mounted in the instrument panel. Peripheral visual cues were provided by two TV monitors (Bosch Fernseh Monitor) placed on either side of the simulator cockpit. See Fig. 1. Subjects gave their responses via a digital keyboard, see Fig. 2. The relative positions of the central and peripheral displays and the subject's eye reference point are shown in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3 the image on the central display, simulating the artificial horizon, is also shown. The repetition rate was 250 Hz. The peripheral displays showed a movable checkerboard pattern with squares
The step response stimulus was generated by either a second or third order system simulated in the analog part of the computer installation. The maximum step magnitude of 12 degrees was well within the limitations of the motion system, see Table 1. The sequence of one stimulus interval is presented in Fig. 4. At the beginning of the n-th interval a new step input $\varphi_i$ was given to the system. This event was marked by an audiotone.

The system outputs $\varphi$, $\dot{\varphi}$ and $\ddot{\varphi}$ were used to control the central and peripheral field displays and the motion system, thus presenting the system response to the subject in a number of different ways. After observing the response onset, the subject was asked to respond by pressing the appropriate key of the keyboard in order to return the system output to zero.

The response magnitude is designated by $\varphi_p$. The keyboard response changed the input step magnitude of $\varphi_i$ of the system to the error value $\Delta\varphi$

$$\Delta\varphi_n = \varphi_{i_n} - \varphi_{p_n}$$

In order to inform the subject about the error value and next to bring the simulator back to the zero roll angle, the system response to $\Delta\varphi$ is displayed first. Next the system input is reset to zero and the displays blanked as the simulator is being rolled back to the zero roll angle. The total interval length was approximately 7 sec.

During each run the variables $\varphi_{i_n}$, $\Delta\varphi_{n}$, $\varphi_{p_n}$ and the subjects response time $RT_n$ were recorded and stored on disk for subsequent analysis.

3. EXPERIMENT

As already mentioned the aim of the experiment was to investigate the accuracy with which subjects can perceive simulator motion by observing the central and peripheral displays and cockpit motion.

In Refs 5 and 6 experiments are described where in the perception of roll attitude and roll rate was investigated by using discrete stimuli presented on a central and peripheral displays. In the present experiment, however, the motion system of the simulator was involved. Discrete stimuli were not longer possible due to the limitations of the simulator (see Table 1) and for safety of the subjects.

Therefore a motion stimulus had to be chosen which would be comparable to normal aircraft motions and had characteristics from which the magnitude can be perceived and quantified by subjects. It was decided to use the step response of a second order system ($\omega = 2$ rad/sec, $\zeta = 0.7$) as the roll stimulus.
for the experiment.
In Fig. 5a the roll angle $\phi$, the roll rate $\dot{\phi}$ and the angular acceleration $\ddot{\phi}$ are shown for such a step response.
The advantage of the step response as a stimulus is that after some time a steady state roll attitude is reached. The task of the subject was to estimate the final steady state value of the roll angle. As shown in Fig. 5a the initial roll acceleration is rather sharp ($4^\circ/\text{sec}^2$ for a 1 degree step input). This roll acceleration causes an initial lateral acceleration of the subjects head of $0.056\ \text{m/sec}^2$ for a step input of 1 degree. The roll and lateral acceleration, due to the maximum step input of 12 degrees caused rather strong proprioceptive cues. To prevent that these proprioceptive cues should have an undesirable effect on the results of the experiment a more gradual input stimulus was used for a limited number of display configurations. This stimulus was the step response of a third order system ($\omega = 2\ \text{rad/sec}$, $\zeta = 0.7$, $\tau = 0.5\ \text{sec}$). In Fig. 5b the roll angle $\phi$, roll rate $\dot{\phi}$ and acceleration $\ddot{\phi}$ are shown. The maximum roll acceleration for a 1 degree step input decreased to $1^\circ/\text{sec}^2$.
The motion perception was investigated with all seven combinations of the central display C, the peripheral displays P and the cockpit motion M using the second order step response stimulus. The third order stimulus was used only for three display configurations (C, M and CM).
The step magnitudes used in the experiment were $0, \pm 2, \pm 4, \pm 6, \pm 8, \pm 10$ and $\pm 12$ degrees. During one run 5 replications of these 13 magnitudes were presented in random order. Each subject replicated all 10 different runs 5 times.

4. SUBJECTS AND TEST PROCEDURE

Two subjects, University staff members and both qualified jet transport pilots, volunteered in the experiment. They were instructed to respond primarily as accurate as possible and secondly as quickly as possible to the presented stimuli. They were not required to fixate their eyes continually on the central display but were free to look at the keyboard when responding. If the central display was not used, subjects were asked to fixate on the central display just before the next stimulus was presented. Apart from the feedback of the error after each keyboard response, subjects were informed of the error standard deviation and the mean response time after each run.
For preliminary evaluation and training a total of 150 runs were made. After a steady level of performance was obtained the two parts of the experiment were carried out during morning sessions. The number of runs for the first part was $7 \times 5 \times 2 = 70$ runs. For the second part $3 \times 5 \times 2 = 30$ runs were carried out.

5. RESULTS

In Table 2 the means and standard deviations of the step response perception error and the response time are presented as a function of display configuration and system step response stimulus.
The means and standard deviations of the error as a function of step magnitude are shown in Fig. 6. There is a tendency to overestimate the step input for steps of 4, 6 and 8 degrees, while the step of 12 degrees is underestimated. This partly results from the limited range of stimuli of the experiment. The
subjects were aware of the fact that the maximum step input was 12 degrees. This made an overestimation of the maximum step virtually impossible, whereas underestimations still occurred. However, overestimating small stimuli and underestimating large stimuli is also present in a pure rate perception task, see Ref. 8.

The error standard deviation is increasing as a function of step magnitude up to a step of 8 degrees. For steps of 10 and 12 degrees, the error standard deviation remains approximately constant. This is also found in the rate perception experiment of Ref. 8, but it is assumed that this phenomenon depends among others on the stimulus range of the experiment.

In Fig. 6c the error mean and standard deviation of the third order step response stimulus is shown. It is clear that the standard deviation for the step inputs of 0, 2 and 4 degrees increased relative to the case of the second order response stimulus, see Fig. 6a. This increase is significant only for the configuration including motion (M, CM) and is not surprising in view of the low value of the maximum roll acceleration during the third order step response, although this roll acceleration is well above threshold, see Ref. 9.

The differences in mean value and standard deviation of the error for each configuration are in some cases significant (α < 0.01). The error standard deviation of display configurations including motion are in general smaller than of those not including motion.

The differences between the response times are significant (α < 0.01). Notable is the difference in interference between the central display on one hand and the peripheral displays and motion on the other. The response time with the central display C only is the longest. Peripheral displays P and motion M both cause shorter response times. The response times for the combinations CP, CM and CPM are in between those for C and P, C and M and C and PM respectively. For the combination PM however the effect is enhanced and the response time is shorter than for P and M separately.

For the third order system longer response times are found, just as could be expected, but the trend is the same as for the second order system. In Fig. 7 the response time is plotted as a function of stimulus magnitude. The change due to the step magnitude is significant and is found for all display configurations.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

As shown in the preceding chapter the perception accuracy as expressed in error standard deviation is not essentially influenced by the display configuration or sort of input stimulus (second or third order system response). This is in agreement with an earlier experiment on rate perception where except for short exposure times no essential difference in perception accuracy was found between the display configurations central display, peripheral displays and central and peripheral displays. See Ref. 6.

Although the present experiment features notable differences in the time course of the roll angle, roll rate and roll acceleration – the primary input variables for the central visual field, the peripheral visual field and the vestibular system – it turns out that the step magnitude can be perceived equally well from the central display and the peripheral displays and slightly better with motion. Extension of the display configuration to CP, CM etc. did not influence the perception accuracy.
As explained in Chapter 4 the task of the subject was to respond primarily as accurate as possible and secondly as quickly as possible. For each display configuration and stimulus there should be an optimal response time, based on the fact that especially the peripheral and motion cues will vanish with time (see Figs 5a and b). Based on this notion it is next assumed that a change in subject's instruction (obtain maximum accuracy regardless of the response time) should hardly influence the perception accuracy.

It has been suggested that man, as an observer, should be able to combine in some optimal way, independent sources of information on attitude and motion. If in the present task perceptions from central and peripheral displays and from cockpit motion were independent and if indeed some kind of optimal or suboptimal combination were present, then greater accuracy of subjects estimates would appear in, for instance the CPM configuration when compared to the C, P and M configurations separately. Table 2 shows that this is not the case.

Comparison of the estimation error of the present experiment with the attitude perception experiment of Ref. 5 shows a same order of magnitude \( \sigma_{\Delta \phi} \) present experiment configuration C = 1.393 degrees, \( \sigma_{\Delta \phi} \) attitude perception = 1.543 degrees.

As already mentioned in Chapter 5 the differences in response time due to the seven display configurations are significant. Part of these differences correspond remarkably well with the corresponding differences from the rate perception experiment in Ref. 6, see Table 3.

From the response times resulting from the second order and third order step-response stimuli it should be concluded that the trend of changes in response time due to different display configurations is independent of the stimulus but the actual values are dependent on the sort of stimulus, see Table 4.

From the data presented so far it may be concluded that addition of peripheral visual cues and motion cues to central visual cues does not essentially improve the perception accuracy but makes the perception process faster.

Going back to earlier experiments performed in Delft and by others (see Refs 1 to 4) it is well known that tracking performance can be improved by the addition of peripheral visual cues and motion cues. The question arose whether a connection can be established between the results of the present experiment and these tracking tasks experiments.

In Ref. 10 Levison and Junker describe an experiment investigating the influence of simulator motion system time delays on a roll tracking task. From this experiment data are plotted in Fig. 8 which clearly demonstrate the relation between time delay and tracking performance. This figure shows that in the particular experimental configuration motion cues had to be delayed by 0.26 sec to make tracking performance equal to that in the no motion configuration.

It is shown in the present experiment that motion cues speed up the response times. If these motion cues are delayed, the advantages of the motion cues are nullified. If the differences in response times of the present experiment can be ascribed to the perception process alone, then these differences can be interpreted as differences in duration of the perception proces.

As described in the introduction this research program was started with a tracking task experiment, see Refs 3 and 4, wherein the same display configurations have been used as in the present experiment. With the tracking
performance of that experiment and the response times of the present experiment a comparable figure as Figure 8 can be drawn, see Fig. 9. The results of three configurations (P, M, PM) however have to be excluded from this analysis due to the lack of accurate roll attitude information in the tracking task which has influenced the tracking performance. The evident relation between tracking performance and response time, demonstrates that the improvements in tracking performance due to motion and peripheral visual cues results only from the shorter duration of the perception process.
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TABLE 1: Limits of the flight simulator motion system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mode</th>
<th>maximum displacement</th>
<th>maximum rate</th>
<th>maximum acceleration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>heave</td>
<td>0.3 m</td>
<td>0.65 mh</td>
<td>10 m/sec²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pitch</td>
<td>16 degrees</td>
<td>44 deg/sec</td>
<td>650 deg/sec²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>roll</td>
<td>15 degrees</td>
<td>32 deg/sec</td>
<td>340 deg/sec²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* computed values.

TABLE 2: Mean response time and perception error as a function of display configuration and input stimulus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>display configuration</th>
<th>2nd order step response</th>
<th>3rd order step response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\bar{RT}$</td>
<td>$\sigma_{RT}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>1.163</td>
<td>0.162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>1.098</td>
<td>0.174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>0.948</td>
<td>0.191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP</td>
<td>1.127</td>
<td>0.178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>0.231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM</td>
<td>0.905</td>
<td>0.173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPM</td>
<td>0.940</td>
<td>0.212</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE 3: Comparison of response times from the rate perception experiment (Ref. 6) and the present experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Rate perception experiment Ref. 6</th>
<th>Present step response experiment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_{TC}$</td>
<td>0.83 sec</td>
<td>1.16 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{TP}$</td>
<td>0.77 sec</td>
<td>1.10 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{TCP}$</td>
<td>0.80 sec</td>
<td>1.13 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{TC} - R_{TP}$</td>
<td>0.06 sec</td>
<td>0.06 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{TC} - R_{TCP}$</td>
<td>0.03 sec</td>
<td>0.03 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{TCP} - R_{TP}$</td>
<td>0.03 sec</td>
<td>0.03 sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 4: Comparison of response times resulting from the second order and third order step response stimuli.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2nd order stimulus</th>
<th>3rd order stimulus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_{TC}$</td>
<td>1.16 sec</td>
<td>1.56 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{TM}$</td>
<td>0.95 sec</td>
<td>1.26 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$AT_{CM}$</td>
<td>0.99 sec</td>
<td>1.35 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{TC} - R_{TM}$</td>
<td>0.21 sec</td>
<td>0.30 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{TC} - R_{CM}$</td>
<td>0.17 sec</td>
<td>0.21 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{CM} - R_{TM}$</td>
<td>0.04 sec</td>
<td>0.09 sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 1. Overview of the simulator cockpit with central display and the right hand peripheral display.

Fig. 2. Digital keyboard.
Fig. 3. Positions of displays relative to the subject's eye reference point. Central display image and dimensions.

Fig. 4. Sequence of one interval of a test run.
Fig. 5. The roll angle, roll rate and roll acceleration of the second and third order system step responses.

Fig. 6a. Mean roll angle perception error $\Delta \phi$ and its standard deviation as a function of stimulus magnitude.
Fig. 6b. Mean roll angle perception error $\Delta \phi$ and its standard deviation as a function of stimulus magnitude.
Fig. 7. Response time as a function of stimulus magnitude for the motion configuration M.

Fig. 8. Root mean square of the roll angle $\varphi$ in a roll tracking task as a function of simulator motion time delay $\Delta t$ compared with the no motion performance, from Ref. 10.
Fig. 9. Tracking performance $\sigma_{\Delta \phi}$ of the roll tracking task from Ref. 4 as a function of the response time $RT$ of the present experiment for similar display configurations.